General Library Information
Hours, Policies, Fines, Loan Periods and Facilities available at the Library

Links on the Library Web Page:
Library Catalog of Holdings
Provides three ways to search library holdings: Tinley Park collection only; Chicago, DuPage, and Tinley Park collections; all DeVry collections.

Databases
Links to subscription databases:
FirstSearch contains the following databases: ABI/Inform, ArticleFirst, ContentsFirst, ECO, ERIC, GPO, HealthInfo, MEDLINE, PapersFirst, PerAbs, Proceedings, UnionLists, WilsonSelectPlus, WorldAlmanac, and WorldCat.
EBSCO is a collection of 13 databases covering arts & literature, business, computer sciences, education, engineering, ethnic studies, high technology, humanities, language and linguistics, medical sciences, social sciences, and vocational and career information.
Hoover's "delivers comprehensive company, industry, and market intelligence that drives business growth. Hoover's provides sales, marketing, business development, and recruiting professionals with the global business intelligence they need to prospect and prepare for client meetings, sales presentations, vendor and partner negotiations, and other business opportunities.
InfoWeb Newsbank contains the Chicago Tribune full text 1985 to the present
Faulkner FACCTS "Faulkner's complete computer and communications information base. Comprehensive coverage of the full spectrum of computer system, software, networking, and telecom technologies - including trends, vendor profiles, and product solutions. FACCTs has all the information provided in Enterprise Communications, and more."
Encyclopaedia Britannica allows alphabetical searching just like the print version. In addition, Britannica can be searched by subject heading. Articles also include links to related materials in the encyclopaedia. A World Atlas containing interactive maps providing information about people, land, government, history, major cities, and landmarks of the seven continents and four oceans.
ProQuest contains 21 databases with resource material from many newspapers throughout the country as well as information on subjects including Accounting, Business, Computer Science, Engineering, Physics, Reference, Religion and Telecommunications among others.
netLibrary
DeVry has purchased access to 10,000 ebooks in the netLibrary collection. In order to gain access to the netLibrary, faculty, staff, and students must access the web site from a DeVry computer and create an account. Once this account is created, the netLibrary user can gain
access to his/her account from any computer. netLibrary also provides access to 4,000 works in the public domain. These public domain works can also be acquired through the Project Gutenberg site.

**Safari Tech Books Online**
Safari Tech Books Online gives you access to 600 titles that focus on Business, Certifications, IT, Programming and other areas of science and technology. You can browse for books, search by category or search by Author, ISBN, Publisher or Title.

**Mergent Online**
Empower your business research with Mergent Online, the professional-strength research tool that tracks more companies in more countries than any other database. Mergent Online delivers a comprehensive suite of authoritative financial information with the accuracy, timeliness and transparency required in today’s marketplace. Its innovative, intuitive user interface will satisfy the most demanding research needs. Rely on the quality and breadth of Mergent and its suite of global business and financial data products to leverage your research with the information that you have come to trust.

**Research Assistance Page**
This page currently contains six Instructional handouts: Search Strategy, Using Search Engines, Subject Guides, Evaluation of Electronic Sources, DeVry Tinley Park Library Web Page and Additional Resources—a link that leads to [http://faculty.tp.devry.edu/~pburden/](http://faculty.tp.devry.edu/~pburden/), a page that contains my Webography and a list of recent periodicals with cover stories noted.

**World Wide Web Resources Page**
A collection of quality Web sites grouped by subject area.

**New Books**
This page contains links to monthly summaries of the audio books, books, CD-ROM’s and videos that have been purchased for the collection.

The National Library Page ([http://www.devry.edu/library/undergrad_resources.html](http://www.devry.edu/library/undergrad_resources.html)) also provides access to ProQuest, Faulkner FACCTS, Hoover’s Online, netLibrary and the and the Library Catalog. All that is required to log in to the databases is your DSI number.

EVALUATE THE INFORMATION YOU RETRIEVE. POOR RESEARCH LEADS TO POOR CONCLUSIONS.

**Paul Burden**
708-342-3360
pburden@tp.devry.edu